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ABSTRACT

This report describes the developmant o" two very broadband horn a&ter.naz;
using double-ridged waveguide techniques. The first design accomplished was
that of a feed horn to be used to il1iuinate a six-foot parabcl13c rtflector
over the frequency range from 1 (Uz to 12 O~z. Pattern data shyw that the
bea=.idth of this horn design rapidiy becomes narrover than wovld normally be
considered acceptable for that purpose. Hoidever, that 'ws considered to be
useful fir tne intended application since it was required that the half-poi-er
beamwidth from the six-foot parabola not becu leas than two degrees. That
indicates that only about one half of the reflector bhould be Illuminated a•
the --:per frequency limit.

The second development consisted of designing a larger horn with a nom-
inal gain of approxtimately 15 db end vith a significant requirement that the
gain variation be held to a minimum over the frequency range. The technique
uea to reduce the gain variation consisted of using relatively large -. re
angles to introduce increasingly greater phase error with increasing fre-
quency and thus reduce the aperture effic.icy.

Electrical performance characteristics are presented for the two horn
designs as well as data measured with the feed horn illuminating a six-foot
parabolic reflector.
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BROAILAMN HORNS

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, personnel of this Laboratory have been en-
gaged in the development of 1 arious broadband horn antennas using double-
ridged waveguide techniques. The very early work, for countermeasures
applications, began more than a decade ago and resulted in the development of

several feed horns which exhibited bansvidths of slightly more than three to
one. During that effort, the possibility of achieving greatly increased
bandwidth was recognized but little additional work was done for a period of
-me six years. Increased bandwidth requirements, for radio frequency inter-
ference measurements, revived the program and resulted in the design of a
feed horn having a six-to-one bandwidth, covering the frequency range from
1.8 (Rz to 10.8 (lz. That horn was used to illuminate a four-foot parabolic
reflector which served as an interim high-gain antenna.

Since it vas still the goal to cover the entire frequency range from
1 (GIz to 12 (lIz with a single antenna, additional effort was directed toward
further increasing the bandwidth. This more recent work, also for RFI appli-
cation, has resulted in achieving bandwidths in excess of twelve to one for
two horn designm to meet separate sets of requirements in the 1 G(z to 12 Gz
frequency range.

The first design accomplished was that of a feed horn to be used to
illuminate a six-foot parabolic reflector for high-gain applications. In
addition to the high-gain antenna, the nee' existed for a moderate-gain mn-
tenna with a minimum of gain variation over the band of interest.

MSCRIPTION (Broadband Feed Horn)

The broadband feed horn (Figure 1) consists of a short section (about
1.5 inches) of S-band vaveguide with inner dimensions of 2.84 inches by 1.34
inches. Tapered inserts are used to reduce the width of the waveguide from
2.84 inches to 1.39 inches in the region from the center line of the coaxial
input feed point to a shorting plate which is 0.325 inches away (to the left
in Figure 1). The width incresses from 1.39 inches at the feed point to the
full guide width of 2.84 inches at the waveguide-horn junction vhich is ax-
ially one inch away (to the right in Figure 1). The height of the waveguide
remains constant at 1.34 inches throughout.

The tapered section of the horn has an axio length of 12 inches. The
inside dimensions increase from 2.84 inches by 1.34 inches at the throat to
7.5 inches in the H-plane by 5.2 inches in the E-plane at the aperture, The
ridges are fabricated of 0.375-inch thick aluminum plate and are dimensioned
so that the Gpacing between them increases logarithmically from 0.050 inches
at the waveguide-horn junction to 5.2 inches at the aperture plane of the



Figuxre 2 is a photograph of the development model. Figure 3 i's the graph from

which the ridge curvature Vas determined. The X-,c-ordiaat er art- &a..a die-
tancea measured along the center line of the antewia with X :n bti!ýLp tIr-.ts4
at the plane of the vaveguide-born j1unctlion. The Tt-cocrdiuates are perpendi-
cular distances from the ceo.-ter line of the antenna to the ridge surface. AB
indicated on tbe graph, a% additional 'Linear taper is superimposed on the
logarithmic curve.-

MPASURKI) CHARACTERISTICS (BromAdband. Feed Horn)

The electrical performance characteristics of the broadband feed horn
were determined by measuring VHWR, radiation patterns, w'nd gain ',ver the I G~z
-to 12 (l~z frequency range.

T'I1ixig the early stages of the de-vtz~opabent, an attempt was made to limit
the axial length of the itcv .1orn to six iiz~hef'- - MM readings vere fouud t(,
be somewhat higher than desý_red in the 1 (Afz to 2 C~z range. -A .Li,~
weit thought to be due to the short length of the transition &.nd therefoz~e
the axial length wtra greaduadllj iacre.ased to twelve inches In an attempt to
improve the performance !.a that region. Near the end of the development, of
the longer model, it was determined that addition of a sm%.12 linear taper
superimposed on the logar- .thmc curve provided a substuatiaLL improvement in
the VSWR at the 'Lover end oOf the band and had little eff"ect elsewh~ere. The
amount of additional liaev.r tap2er has varied for dIfferent horn configaza-
ticms and was found to be O.CC8X Lnches for opLAmuw results in this &miga.
VSWR measurements also revealed a -very bigh peak (greater than sever. to on*)
at 8.8 CEz. Twio small metal. pins, making contact with .ie back sborting plate
and approxirnategy the center of the back edge of eae.h ridge, were used to
effectively supp~ress the very high reflectior. The exact reason for the I11b
VSWR was not determined. It was must likely due to moding or a reeonance
effe2t in the bock cavity since it is quite larpe in terms of wvvelength st
the frequency of peak VSWH. The pins tend to increase the V9WE sli~it2L at
the lower end of the frequency range but not enough -co be of any concern.
Figure 28 shovs the VBWR wAd gain as measured on the d~evelopezit model.
Figures ~4 through Z7 are typical 9- and H-plane patterns plotted on a rela-
tive voltage scale. It can rfadily be seen that the beemrvidth of the barn
rapidlyr becomes narrower thaxn would norma~lly be considered appropriate for
illuminating a pa~rabolic rqwflector with a focal length-to-diameter ratio of
one half. Thal' was not. considered to be detrimenta~l for zýhe intended appli-
cation sinee It was required tha,. the half-power beainwi-ch of the high-Saim
antenna not become less than two degrees at the upper end of' the frequency
range. From that point of view, approximately one half of' tlie parabola
should he illuminated at 12 Cliz.

?4EAb1RKID CFARAOMKISTICS (t0-kuct. Parabola. - Broadband Feed Horn)

In order t( mieet the requ.iremtnits for a broadbftnd, hikjgh-f¶n antenna the
.-oru wat3 urled t(, illminate a 8ix-fo'1.- parabolir! reflector with a focal
length to diameter ratio of one haif. The feed position along th~e focal axis
was first optimi~zed for cj*eration li the rnid-band regioLi around 1) (lz. pat-
telrn meas,4remerits wlth, the feed at thal ~to showd. rmain, lobe splitting
above 10 Gflz.- The feed wns then meo.~ i~ long the axis to a point whicla
gavre best rena.t., at 11 (.Thiit po9't~tl i produced usable- pktter-n dat~a aver



the entire 1 GEz to 12 G(z frequency range and appeared to be the best cow-
promise available. This final location resulted in having the aperture plane
of the feed horn slightly more than three inches inside the focal point of the
parabola. The same horn design was later used in snother application where
the froquency range of interest was limited to the 1 GHz to 2 (Mz band. Opti-
mWzing the focal position for that range resulted in having the aperture plane
of the horn located at the focus of the parabola. This gives an indication of
how the location of the phase center of this born de.ign changes over such a
largv frequency range. That is not surprising considering that the size of
the horn is such that it re-presents little more than an open-ended waveguide
At 1 GEz but is a rather long horn with a relatively large aperture at the
higher frequencies.

Figures 29 through 42 are representative E- and H-plane patterns over the
range of interest. The patterns from 4 G(z to 12 GEz show far-out side lobes
and/or back lobes. These are due to various sources of reflection which were
present on an improvised range being used at the time to meet the distance
requirement in that frequency range. The patterns at 1 GHz and 2 GEz were
measured on another range which did not have that problem. The large amsount
of spillover apparent on Figure 29 is due to the very wide beawdidth of the
E-plane pattern of the feed horn (Figure 4). Although the broadband horn pat-
terns narrow considerably in the upper portion of the band, it can be seen
that the half-power beamwidth of the high-gain antenna has not been maintained
at two degrees or more at some of the higher frequencies. Figure 43 shows the
side-lobe level and gain over the frequency range. The gain curve include6
the loss incurred in using a 4.5-foot length of RG0i/U feed cable as well as
losses due to the non-optimum location of the phase center of the feed horn at
various frequencies.

3mCRIPTION (Moderate-cain Horn)

In addition to '-e high-gain antenna Just described, a requirement also
existed for a moderate-gain antenna (on the order of 15 dl) with the gain
variation over the band held to a minirium. From an aperture point of view,
assuming a constant aperture distribution over the twelve-to-one band; the
7A•n veriation would be approximately 21.6 db. In the care of horn antennas
constant aperture distribution is not the case since phl e error increases
with increasing frequency. That is, for optimum results in horns with rel-
t.tively large apertures, long axiPJa lengths with small flaa angles cre rc-
quired. The approach used here to mLinivize the gain variation was the use of
rather large flare angles. That introduces increasingly greater phase error
anr ,ss the aperture as frequency is increased and results in lowered aperture
efficiency !n the upper portiou of the band. Based on obserration of pattern
petformance of various double-ridged horns, it appeared that perhaps the lar-
ger flare angles could be utilized without experiencing the pattern deterio-
iation observed in ordinary py midal horns: particularly in the E-plane.
Another reiy broadband antenna 3 has been developed based on the above obser-

vation tid the fact that it was noted during the developoent of the moderate-
&•-ln horn that the VSWR was not greatly affected when the horn sides were
removed.

The moderate-gain horn (Figure 44) consists of a short section (about 1.5
incLhes) of double-ridged waveguide wnth a coaxial input. The wav-guide at the
feed point, is 1.4 inchn, wide by 0.872 inches high. That cross section is

3



maintained for & 4 istance of 0.325 inches back to a shorting plate (to the left
In Vigve 44). It Is iateresting to note that both the cross sectiom of the
launcher and the lerUh of the back cavity are extremaly smaU, v~th the
length of the cavity being about an order of manAtude shorter than usual for
operation at the lov end of the frequency ran. The size of the cavity in-
creases from 1.4 inches by O.,72 inches at the feed point to 3.4 inches by
2.616 inches at the wavegiide-horn junction which is one inch frea the feed
point (to the ,igt in Figure 4•). The horn section has an axial length of
18 inches and an aperture of 15 inches in the H-plane by 12 inches in the I-
plane. Tb. distance betveen the ridge surfaces Increases frcm 0.050 inebas
at the aTveguida-horn Junction to 12 inches at the aperture plane of the horn.
Figure 45 is a photograph of the development model. Figure 46 is the aph
from which the ridge cur'ature van determined. N're that in this design the
amount of additional linear taper is O.013X inches rather than O.008X inches
as was the case for the feed horn.

MAMM CUAMMSTICS (Moderate-(hin Horn)

The initial model fabrjLcated for this development utilized the S-bend
waveguide launcher described earlier for the feed born. Preliminary pattern
measurements indicated pattern deterioration Wbove 10 (]z. Investigation of
this problem pointed to the waveguide launcher as being a major source of the
troubLe and led to a complete redesign. The wvegpide lwanrhaer 3uwt descibed
permitted operation to 12 GEz. The reduced height of the cavity also elimi-
nated th- need for the mode-suppressing pint as required in the broband feed
horn.

Typical l- and H-plane radiation patterms, plotted on a relative volta&&
ocale, are shown in Figures 47 through 70. Figure 71 shows the Vh and Pain
over the 1 GCz to 12 C~z band. As can be seen from the gain curve, the vari-
ation is approximately seven db over the twelve-to-one frequency rmp. It
is interesting to compare the gain curves for the feed horn ad the wramtot-
Gain hOn (Figures 2 and 71). Although the apertur area of the monatie-
gain horn is more than four times tht of the feed born, the axima i
are about equal: indicating that some aeasure of success has been achieved
in reduction in aperture efficiency On the other hand, at lower frequmecis,
where the phase error is less severe, the moderate-gain born shows &, Vubstan-
tial increase in gain over the feed horn.

CONCIlONS

Two very broadband horn designs have been accomplished. Both cover the
frequency range from 1 Cmz to 12 CEz and have performance characteristica
which are acceptable for the interded applications. For many yzrposes the
feed horn beauwidth rapidly becomes narrower than vould usually be considered
acceptable. In addition, there is a significant shift in the location of the
phase center of the horn over the frequency range. That leads ko losses V
are due to the fact that the focal position chosen represents a comproair
The moderate-gain horn was made to operate over the twelve-to-one bend b- t_
design of the waveguide launcher. The gain variation was held to approx
mately 7 db by using relatively large horn angles so that the Lcre-slag Ause
error over the band reduced the aperturm efficiency at higher frequencies.

4



As stated earlier in the report, it vas found that a small linear taper
superimposed on the logarithmic ridge curve tended to give a substantial 4.-
prove= in VWR in the first octave of the bndlvidtL. ThIs led to the
thougt that the axial length of the feed horn could bm redueed. That vas
fovnd to be so in a model with an axial length of six ijohes.

It is now felt that the problem of narowing besodth and shifting phaee
cnter asociated with the feed horn can be alleviated to some extent by the
short axial length desiga. It also appears likely that the gin variation of
the !ate-gain born con be further reduced for applicatigns requiring unre
nerly custant pSin.

In Wit1= to the above possibilities, other d.'elopments based on the
six-inh axial lmgth design ha beet accomplished. Mhese are to be the
mhb3.ct of a fature report.
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